Dynamics of nonadiabatic chemical reactions.
New methods are proposed to treat nonadiabatic chemical dynamics in realistic large molecular systems by using the Zhu-Nakamura (ZN) theory of curve-crossing problems. They include the incorporation of the ZN formulas into the Herman-Kluk type semiclassical wave packet propagation method and the trajectory surface hopping (TSH) method, formulation of the nonadiabatic transition state theory, and its application to the electron transfer problem. Because the nonadiabatic coupling is a vector in multidimensional space, the one-dimensional ZN theory works all right. Even the classically forbidden transitions can be correctly treated by the ZN formulas. In the case of electron transfer, a new formula that can improve the celebrated Marcus theory in the case of normal regime is obtained so that it can work nicely in the intermediate and strong electronic coupling regimes. All these formulations mentioned above are demonstrated to work well in comparison with the exact quantum mechanical numerical solutions and are expected to be applicable to large systems that cannot be treated quantum mechanically numerically exactly. To take into account another quantum mechanical effect, namely, the tunneling effect, an efficient method to detect caustics from which tunneling trajectories emanate is proposed. All the works reported here are the results of recent activities carried out in the author's research group. Finally, the whole set of ZN formulas is presented in Appendix.